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Virtual Scavenger Games SmartHunt®

Virtual Scavenger Games consists of a wide range of fun and interesting missions, where
teams use the SmartHunts app to receive instructions, record points and document their
experiences with photos and videos.

Each question will be revealed one at a time by our host. But hidden bonus tasks suddenly
appearing and outrageous roadblock activities popping up that require teams to work
together in person or remotely to successfully complete physical tests of skill and solve
virtual problem-solving games and puzzles.

Activities can include Lightning Speed, Social Media Challenges, Fast Match, a Scavenger
SmartHunt, Solo Challenges, Brain Teasers, and a Trivia Blitz.

At the conclusion of the experience, the SmartHunts® Host can make any special
announcements, or touch on any debriefing topics that the client requests.

A slideshow of images and videos recorded throughout the experience is presented at the
concluding awards ceremony where winners are announced and awarded virtual gold
medals or other prizes of your choosing.

The SmartHunts Host can also use this time as an opportunity to highlight any member of
your group, your group’s accomplishments, or any other special announcement
requests. We will then thank everyone for their enthusiasm and turn the Zoom Meeting back
over to the client representative.

Following your SmartHunt® experience, you will be provided with a detailed report of your
event, including a final leaderboard, a statistical percentage of correct & incorrect answers,
all photo and video files, as well as a highlight reel edited with music and custom branding!

Clients Talk About this Program
  

My group absolutely enjoyed their Virtual Scavenger Games. The highlight reel was a lovely
touch and much appreciated. We had a lot of mixing of divisions for our breakout team, so
that was helpful. I’ve received only raves thus far and our host Anton was funny,
professional, and upbeat. Thrilled to be working with you last night and into the future.
Morgan - Trevor Day School

For photos and video, please visit our website at 
https://bestcorporateevents.com/programs/virtual-scavenger-games-smarthunt  

  Or Scan QR Code to visit our website:

  

  Program Details

  
Group Size:

50 to 100

Team Size:

N/A

Program Length:

1 hour

Space Requirement

N/A

Setting:

Indoor

Physicality:

  What's Included?
  

  Pricing varies depending upon the
number of participants and includes
an interactive & virtual performance of
magic, production, coordination, and
an experienced professional
entertainer.  
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